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 ????????????????????????????? Hmm, so for some reason on my laptop I can't make it restart without pressing the power
button. But on my desktop I can make it boot with out the power button by using the grub edit cmd prompt and putting

"pci=noaer" as the kernel parameter. Any ideas? Just wonder why that is. `YUMI, BIOS update or fix? BIOS has not been
updated in a while. I have made sure it has the latest firmware updates. I'm not sure about fix. Fix would be, maybe. I dunno.

Ben64, bgibreak, so... I was able to install xubuntu without problems. But now, it just won't start. It's trying to start, then freezes.
It's on an old laptop (dv2000) at the purple screen it says "can't find 'grub/core.img' core.img can be found at

/boot/grub/core.img" chull: try the boot option "nomodeset" ok you shouldn't need a fastboot option for an old laptop Ben64, I
tried that but it just got further and further in to trying to start (as in it wasn't frozen yet). I got some status screen with it telling

me the colors and stuff (blue/green/white) but not saying much. you should be able to skip that message Ben64, it was frozen for
a long time there and did not appear to be moving. ok, well you can try opening a terminal and seeing if it gives a meaningful

error Ben64, I'll try that. chull, I'm suggesting you switch to your USB. chalking this up as a lenovo bios/kernel bug... cfhowlett,
is that ok? cfhowlett, i don't know about the lenovo. chull, it's an option. chalking it up as a 82157476af
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